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List key-words and abbreviations
GA – Grant Agreement
GPP – Gross Primary Production (i.e. Gross photosynthesis)
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International co-operative Programme on Assessment and Monitoring of Air Pollution Effects
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LAI – Leaf Area Index, a key structural variable of vegetation, which basically says how
much leaf area there is in the forest to capture light.
Metla – Finnish Forest Research Institute (primary beneficiary), also FFRI
MCMC – Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Can be applied as a numerical method to estimate
parameters of a model
NFI – National Forest inventory (measures thousands of forest plots per year)
RS – Remote sensing
TWI – Topographic wetness index
UH – University of Helsinki
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2. Executive Summary
Changing climate influences carbon and water cycles in boreal forests, and it is expected to
increase certain forest damages. Without understanding of the potential impacts, it is
impossible plan mitigation and adaptation measures. Our knowledge of the effects of climate
change is steadily increasing.
Finland is a country with ample high quality data about forest resources. This information is
useful in various climate change assessments. We collected existing materials on forests of
Finland, and built better basis for estimating carbon balances of Finnish forests under climate
change, and further assessed the possibilities to make projections of their biotic damages
vulnerabilities. In spite of the good data availability of forests, there are inherent uncertainties
in data and models that are used to generate the impact estimates. Important lessons need to
be taken from these uncertainties, and they must be acknowledged when interpreting the
results and scenarios.
We created a model for predicting the forest gross primary production (GPP, i.e. vegetation
CO2 sequestration from atmosphere) and evapotranspiration, which is applicable for boreal
forests. The main model parameterization stems from data collected at two Finnish ICOS sites
that grow Scots pine stands. Model tests against independent land-surface model JSBACH,
MODIS GPP product and simple soil moisture indices, measurements of soil moisture and
growth at selected sites showed that model reproduces the effects of soil moisture on
ecosystem fluxes plausibly and reproduces variation in soil moisture in the present climate.
An extensive package of model and input data related work that we conducted in the project
(e.g. model and tests, leaf area index and drought maps) has been described in forthcoming
special issue of Boreal Environment Research.
We further assessed the role of climate change on forest primary production (GPP) and found
out that the use of three emission scenarios and data from eight climate models generated a
range of predictions of forest GPP change that equalled the mean change itself. In spite of this
uncertainty, we consider it is very likely that GPP of Finnish forests will increase in the
future; productivity potential increases 25-36% on average, over Finland. We expect that the
changes are higher in the north of Finland, where the temperature increases have relatively
higher influence on growth changes. We further consider that high proportion of these
changes will indeed be manifested because increasing warmth speeds up nutrient release from
soils that supports growth. We do not expect droughts to reduce growth of forests in Finland.
Risks of drought will be highest in southern Finland as they have been earlier, too. All in all,
our results suggest good opportunities for forestry in Finland in future.
There is a risk that CO2 fertilization does not benefit fully the stem wood growth. We found
out that the imbalance between increasing CO2 in atmosphere and temperate-dependent soil
nutrient release may lead to a situation where higher percentage of growth is directed to roots
of trees. Identification of this risk stems from theoretical stand point and it is currently
impossible to quantify this effect accurately.
In order to provide better understanding about the uncertainties of growth and carbon
balances, ensemble runs of several ecosystem carbon balance models are required, and that is
what future assessments should pursue. At present, carbon balance models apply various
assumptions of the effects of CO2 on photosynthesis and transpiration, which directly
5

influence the soil moisture balance. This is largely due to the fact that there is little
quantitative data about the long term effects of CO2 of mature ecosystems. Therefore, without
better data, several models must be brought to the same ensemble.
Major gaps of data are associated with constructing high resolution carbon sequestration
maps. High resolution maps of carbon sinks at the level of the nation require high quality data
on soils, which is not available at this scale. Topography and soil quality vary already within
small distances, which set high demands for data. Instead of mapping this variation in meter
scale, more feasible resolution is to generate scenarios of based on classification of land to
homogeneous units, and to pass the knowledge about climate effects to the public through
examples of typical forests in the region.
It is currently impossible to draw strong conclusions about the potential changes in
vulnerabilities of forests to damages based on forest inventory type of data. We base this
conclusion on analyses past weather data and ICP I data on forest damage data collected in
years 1985-2008 and data from three forest inventories. The challenge in estimating damage
vulnerabilities lies in the facts that i) damages in Finnish forests are presently sporadic and
rare, which means that long time series of observations are required to produce significant
conclusions, ii) it is difficult to estimate extreme temperatures with high spatial resolution
even based on past weather data, iii) pest life cycles involve several ecosystem level
feedbacks, they are highly species specific and dependent on ecosystem properties, which
makes overall damage risks impossible to quantify. We still see potential in inventory datasets
in damage assessments in revealing site-specific attributes that predispose trees to certain
wide spread damage agents. However, longer period of data and unifying existing European
level data are needed; forest inventories all over Europe should collect also damage
information at annual level from forests (using so called rolling-inventory method). Climateinduced changes of forest vulnerabilities to damages remain qualitative, and overall picture
about the potential changes can be best obtained through species-specific assessments of the
effects of air temperature on pest population dynamics and voltinism (number of generations
per year).
It is highly important that pest and pathogens are actively monitored, as they can be best
controlled by timely preventive actions (salvage and sanitation cuttings to control bark
beetles). General conclusions based on literature suggest that diversification of forest structure
reduces the probability of wide-spread damages.
Our project demonstrated the use of forest and other data sources in conjunction with models
in order to reach above conclusions. We developed and published easily accessible tools and
maps that facilitate decision making in future, concerning carbon sinks and damage risks. The
results we have published support formulation of national forest policies, and provide new
information about forest growth changes that can be implemented in forest planning systems
in Finland. Carbon sink change maps produced also allow to visualise regional differences –
previously carbon stock change estimates have been available only for Southern- and
Northern Finland, and thus serve to improve national GHG inventory of forests. We also
consider that it is important that the information about the uncertainty of the estimates of
forest carbon sinks in emission scenario – climate model ensembles is really used in decisionmaking process. It is possible to consider this information in probabilistic terms, i.e. it offers
an educated user a more solid stand to make decisions about the future.
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EUs decisions on accounting rules and action plans concerning LULUCF sector (COM(2012)
93 final) required methods and tools for carbon sink and source estimation due to forest
management. Our results and methods are accessible to experts and researchers searching for
information and examples regarding to estimation methodologies.
Recent EU Forest Strategy (COM(2013) 659) urged member states to maintain and enhance
resilience and adaptive capacity of their forests. We facilitated this by finding out what
previous nation-wide inventories can reveal about damage regimes and by creating a web
service targeted for monitoring the development and maturation of important damage causing
insects.
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3. Introduction
The use of forests to mitigate climate change requires that we are able to predict how climate
change influences forests (EU Foresty Strategy, and COM(2012) 93 final). To use forests as a
mitigation tool requires that forest management adapts to changing climate in a wise way.
Management cannot adapt if we do not have proper knowledge about how climate will
influence forests. Climate change presents many threats and possibilities for Finnish forests.
So far, there have been few assessments of growth and carbon balance changes in the future in
Finland. Estimates of pest/pathogen and their climate connections have been presented for
few damage agents, but there was no understanding how long term inventories could support
these assessments. We focussed on the evaluation of these threats and possibilities.
The overall objective of the project was to build and demonstrate a system that is able to read
in information about forests and predict the changes in forest growth, carbon balance and
damage vulnerabilities under climate change. The most important questions the project aimed
to answer were:
1) how the climate change will affect the forest growth and carbon sink in the future, and
where the changes will be most pronounced?
2) which areas of Finland will become most susceptible to drought? Increased drought may
cause more growth losses and mortality of trees in future.
3) how vulnerability to biotic disturbances will change in the future? This aspect will be
demonstrated with models of vulnerability for the most important forest pests and pathogens
that are potentially becoming major threats to Finnish forests in future as the climate changes.
In addition, the project aimed at
4) to demonstrate how national forest inventory (NFI) data, forest monitoring data (under the
ICP, ForestFocus and FutMon programmes) and EU funded soil map campaigns can be
combined for a unique data platform to provide valuable information for climate change
mitigation and adaptation.
Following the objectives, we built a carbon and water balance tool that can be used in
connection with forest inventory data. We worked with forest inventory data of period 20052009, to create a leaf area index (LAI) map that provided validation material for global LAI
maps (MODIS), and which we used as an essential input for our models. We investigated
existing soil maps in relation to their usability for carbon balance modelling. Instead of using
them as our model input we decided to create input maps of effect soil water holding capacity
based on topographic maps, a novel idea that had not been used before. This underlines the
global problem of using soils data in impact model assessments. Data is way too coarse to
present large spatial variability of soils.
Our analyses of forest carbon balances revealed that forests benefit from ample CO2. They
are fed with more carbon, while they save water by reducing transpiration. However, effects
of changing water balance are very uncertain, and it is more truthful to emphasise that we do
not really know what will happen to the water balance in future. Soil water balance is
generated by subtle differences between precipitation and evapotranspiration, and we are
confined in uncertainties in both, which means that anything can happen. In the event that
trees do not reduce significantly their transpiration, we would see more drought damages.
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We built a novel method for modelling Pine sawfly epidemics, specially devised to capture
and explain coarse and rare damage observations. The modeling was based on ICP Forest
level 1 damage data. We used this method to assess the role of water and site fertility to
damage vulnerabilities. We found out that Pine sawfly damage risks are highest in dry sites,
and here we could quantify the relationship between pine sawfly outbreak risk and forest site
types. The annual variation in these risks is large, but it could be only partially explained by
variation in precipitation. We found also out that Schleroderris cancer damages are confined
to wet sites, but the incidence of this disease has declined during the last decades. We further
created novel maps of drought vulnerability of forests, ending up concluding that higher risks
locate in southern Finland, partially due to drier summers (relative to potential
evapotranspiration) and partially due to the high fraction of forest soils on open cliff surfaces.
Drought damage risks have been small all over Finland, and importantly, we do not expect
these risks to significantly increase in future.
Potential environmental impacts of our project depend on the actions of users of information
we produced. Therefore, we have strived to document our work in scientific journals as well
as delivering information to decision-makers through established paths created by other
project, and which are used to pass information further in society in Finland. Some of our map
products are implemented in Value tool developed in LifeData EU Life+ project, where they
demonstrated usability of Value tool, and will facilitate work of environmental administrators.
Some results of this project are now implemented in the national level forest planning system
MELA in the form of climate change multipliers of growth. The MELA system is operatively
used to inform decision makers about e.g. the effects of wood harvesting on national economy
and the effects of increase biomass harvesting. We further have expressed to MELA
developers to consider the role of uncertainties in climate change projection, which is
associated with scenarios, climate models and growth projections. Some of our damage risk
results are implemented in the web pages of Forest Damage Service, where it is now possible
to monitor the spring development of certain pests. We linked our dissemination activities
with Climate Guide Portal developed in CCCRP Life+ project. Many other actions have
occurred as well, which will generate impacts.

4. Administrative part
4.1 Description of the management system
The overall plan outlined in the GA was followed. We collected, organised, and assessed data,
and developed further data products (action 2) while developing carbon balance models
(action 3), and methodologies to assess damage vulnerabilities (action 6). Many of these work
occurred in the first two years of the project. In the last two years of the project, we focussed
on putting things together on the carbon balance side, and making future predictions (action
4), and finalised damage associated models and works (action 6). During the last half of the
project, we created web presentation of our results (Action 5). Project work and results were
disseminated throughout the project, with more emphasis at the latter half of the project.
Most of the actions were finished in schedule. Some of the products and related reports of
Action 2 were further elaborated in the frame of Action 4 for model use. We continued Action
3 longer than originally expected because action 3 input was needed in model development.
Table 1 lists key phases and tasks of the project.
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Table 1 Planned and actual timing of project actions
Tasks/

2011

2012

2013

2014

Activities
1T

Overall project schedule

Proposed

2T

3T

1T

2T

3T

Start 1.1.2011
X

Actual

Action 1

4T

4T

1T

2T

3T

4T

Mid-Term report
1.2.2013

Inception report
1.9.2011

1T

2T

3T

4T

End 31.12.2014

X
Progress
reportX
1.2.2014 and Final
Report 31.3.2015

X

Proposed

Actual

Action 2

Proposed

Actual

Action 3

Proposed

Actual

Action 4

Proposed

Actual

Action 5

Proposed

Actual

Action 6

Proposed

Actual

Action 7

Proposed

Actual

Management
group
Project office
Action 1

Action 2
Action group

Action 3
Action group

Action 4
Action group

Advisory
group

Action 5
Action group

Action 6
Action group
A

Action 7
Action group

Figure 1 Organigramme of the project
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Project office organised all except small task group meetings, and took care of many reporting
and practical issues. Project office facilitated management group discussions in the course of
the project and also outside the meetings. Action leaders were in charge of the technical issues
and project progress in their actions. Project office had staff to related to financial
administration. Key persons that actually conducted the work were:
- Project leader, Actions 1 and 7: Dr. Mikko Peltoniemi,
- Action 2: Dr. Aleksi Lehtonen (coordinator of the Climforisk project), Petteri
Muukkonen, Mikko Peltoniemi, Sanna Härkönen
- Action 3: Prof. Annikki Mäkelä, University of Helsinki, Mikko Peltoniemi; Minna
Pulkkinen (UH), Tuomo Kalliokoski (UH), Leila Grönlund
- Action 4: Dr. Mikko Peltoniemi, Risto Sievänen, Sanna Härkönen
- Action 5: Dr. Sanna Härkönen, Mr. Jukka Pöntinen (technical manager), Mr.
A.Pouttu, Dr. Mikko Peltoniemi
- Action 6: Dr. Seppo Neuvonen, Seija Sirkiä, Seppo Nevalainen, Mikko Peltoniemi,
action 6
- Tiina Luoto and Margit Kuronen, assistants
- Eeva Karjalainen and Raili Keronen, financial administrators.
- Project was also supported by other staff with smaller roles and tasks
Partner organisation (University of Helsinki) was responsible for the financial management
of the project within the organisation as well as the financial reporting to the project office.
University of Helsinki (Prof. Mäkelä, leader of Action 3) belongs to the management group
that makes the strategic decisions and supervises the project office.

4.2 Evaluation of the management system
Climforisk was small project where staff worked in close collaboration with each other. We
organised project and management group meetings, where we iterated progress and made
plans about next actions. Because most of the work occurred in one institute, and there was
strong collegial relationship between Metla and UH staff, project execution was fluent.
Some staff changes occurred, but we were still able to reach the aims and deliverables of the
project.
UH staff provided important expertise in the modelling front, which benefitted the entire
project. There were no significant deviations from the partnership agreement.
Annually, we held a steering committee meeting. Additionally we received comments to our
works from other experts we knew, and experts that we met in scientific meetings. This kind
of steering system was suitable for our project.
Communication with the external monitors and EC was fluent, and helped clearing unclear
issues in reporting.
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5. Technical part
Our project used numerous different data and model technologies, some of the most important
are on briefly mentioned here; for rest see appendices. Some of methodologies are usable in
broader scale, which necessitated their reporting in scientific journals.
Data sources that we used were generally of relatively high quality, and this project allows us
to drew important conclusions about the general usability of such data in carbon and pest
vulnerability assessments. In action 2 we compiled most of that source data for the further
calculations conducted in the project. We further developed new data products that were used
thereafter (drought vulnerability map (Appendix I, N.d), and LAI and fAPAR maps
(Appendix I and N.c), climate scenario maps that were used in many occasions (Appendix
N.e). In Table 2 we list most important input data sources and their use in the project.
Table 2 Data use in project
Datasource
National Forest
Inventory Stand and Tree
data (NFI10)
Annual damage
observations in
ICP Forest Level
1 monitoring
(permanent
plots)
Damage
observations in
National Forest
Inventories
(NFI8, NFI9 &
NFI10)
Biomass models
by Repola et al.
2005
Multisource
National Forest
inventory
Digitall soil map
Lilja et al.
(2006).
Digital elevation
model (DEM)
Landsat 5 TM
images

Meterological
data and
projections with
10*10 km2

Planned use in the project
(see proposal)
Input for biomass estimation
for each plot, Action 2

Realised use at the end

Modeling of forest
vulnerability to pest

We used it in Action 6 pest damage assessments in
relation to forest site types and climatic factors; the
results were forwarded to Action 5

Testing of pest vulnerability
models, Action 6

We used it in Action 6 in further testing of pest
damage assessments in relation to forest site types
and climatic factors

Biomass estimation, Action 2

Biomass estimation, and the use in LAI-maps

For the estimation of the
biomass state of forests, Action
2
Basis for the soil depth and soil
texture estimation, Action 2

We created our biomass, and LAI and fAPARproducts ourselves.

In the modelling of soil depth
and soil texture, based on the
digital soil map, Action 2
For the generalization of tree
biomass in Action 2 and for
generalization of gross- and net
primary production in Action 4
For the segmentation of
satellite image mosaic of
Finland to estimate forest
manaement units, Action 2
For the estimation of tree
production and soil water
content, Action 4

We used it to draw biomass estimates, and LAI and
fAPAR estimates (see deliverables) (also older
inventories were used)

We attempted to use it, but it had too coarse
resolution for our purposes. Instead we used
topographical maps to extract indices of open cliff
surfaces, peatland maps, and depth of soil.
We used it to draw TWI-indices, which were used
in drought vulnerability map generation, and also in
preliminary tests of pest/pathogen vulnerabilities.
We used these images to create wall-to-wall maps
of LAI and fAPAR.

We used climate scenario data (complied by
VACCIA Life+ project, 8 climate model, 3
emission scenarios SRES) that was expressed as
deltas of reference period weather.
We downloaded reference period 10 x 10 km
weather at daily resolution and merged that with
delta-estimates of scenarios, to create future
weather estimates. For global radiation, we
prepared our own product based on sun elevation,
measured irradiances and deltas.
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In action 3, our aim was to model carbon and water cycle of Finnish forests, for conceptual
image see (Figure 2). For those purposes we created a model (PRELES, Appendices J and
N.b) that simulates CO2 and H2O exchange of the canopy with minimal inputs, which we
consider is broadly useful in boreal region. PRELES was calibrated with Bayes-methods for
two intensively monitored ecosystem sites, and its testing continues in the Monimet Life+
project with additional data set from 8 other intensively monitored ecosystem sites.
We integrated PRELES to forest inventory data, biomass and turnover models, as well as to
Yasso07 soil carbon model, as well as with a tree growth model in order to create scenarios of
forest growth and carbon exchange under climate change.
PRELES simulated soil moisture was used to create an anomaly index of soil moisture, which
were compared to measured damage data to test the role of drought in damage events
(Appendix N.d). This work served as an example of using simple soil moisture predictions for
identifying damage reasons.

CO2
photosynthetised

EVAP.
TRANSP.

PA
R

Reliability of LAI maps was investigated with MODIS derived LAI information. MODIS
provides widely used LAI information, so the comparison we made extends the understanding
of MODIS LAI product. MODIS LAI products are one of the most important drivers when
global ecosystem prodictuivity maps have been presented. Based on this comparison we can
quantify the bias introduced with MODIS LAI to boreal region, and we can promote the
inventory-based LAI map we did in Climforisk (Appendix N.c).

RAINFALL

CO2 respired
from trees

CO2
from
soil

Soil C model, Yasso
 Soil C outflux

THROUGH
FALL

GPP-model
Tree CO2 sink
Evapotransp.
model
 water vapour
exhausted
from ecosystem
to atmosphere
Physiological
model
 Vitality of trees
in terms of water,
carbohydrate and
starch storages

Soil water model
 How much there is
water available in soil
for roots to take up.

Figure 2 Concept for ecosystem
growth and carbon exchange
simulations
(left).
Each
simulated forest gets its input
data from Action 2. Different
models were linked together to
simulate the most important
ecosystem processes for the
objectives of our project. We did
not use physiological model in
this project, due to the fact that
existing models were not mature
enough for large scale analyses.
Instead we focussed on testing
soil water predictions.

In action 4 we put many of the things developed in Action 2 and 3 together in order to
simulate carbon balances of Finnish forests in the reference period and different climate
scenarios. We also applied another model, a land surface model JSBACH, to compare our
model for GPP of Finland (Appendix N.b). Putting models in parallel served as a method to
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identify weaknesses of each method, which can later be improved. Relatedly, we identified
weaknesses in the way JSBACH utilised input data in Finland. This work was done in
collaboration with staff at FMI, and their developments in Snowcarbo Life+ project.
To facilitate future prediction with MELA system, we participated in creating growth
multipliers for MELA model This was made in collaboration with the HENVI project at the
University of Helsinki that aimed at revising climate-growth relationships of MELA and
MOTTI systems. Collaboration was seen as an important way of passing results further,
because MELA system is the tool that is used for national forest use scenarios, and it thus
contributes to climate and energy policy preparation, and even to industrial investment
decisions made in Finland.
In action 5, we started developing technologies for web presentations of our map products.
Original plan was to use Google maps platform to do this, but it soon became evident that we
need our own system. We considered various approaches, eventually realising the possibilities
of HTML5 web technology. Technology was new to our staff so we developed expertise for
its use during our project. HTML5 allows making dynamic graphics based on underlying
data.
Both
our
web
services
are
created
using
HTML5
(http://www.metla.fi/metinfo/metsienterveys/opas/ls-ennuste.html (if not working after
domain change: try http://www.luke.fi/projektit/climforisk/ls-ennuste/), see e.g. page about
GPP
scenarios
in
our
scenario
map
tool:
http://www.luke.fi/projektit/climforisk/webtool/#/fi/map/gpp)

In action 6 we used both frequentist approaches and Hierarchical Bayes analysis to model
Pine sawfly data (ICP Forest Level 1). Observed pine sawfly data can never measure the
actual abundance of sawflies in the area directly but instead come from measurements that are
only dependent on the abundance. In turn, the abundance changes from year to year according
to the relevant population dynamics. These two processes, the population dynamics and the
data process, can be modelled as a hierarchical Bayes model. Due to the relative crudeness of
the ICP monitoring data and partly insufficient understanding of the population dynamics we
used a greatly simplified version of such a model. The population dynamic is taken to be a
two-stage random walk with a memory of one year: for each plot during each year there either
is or is not an outbreak present, and the probability of each stage depends on whether there
was an outbreak present on that plot in the previous year. The observed data is assumed to be
binomial: in each year there is a given number n pines on the plot, of which k are observed to
be damaged by pine sawflies (Fig. xyz). This formulation leads to the modelling of three
interesting probabilities: the probability of an outbreak starting (change from no outbreak in
the previous year to outbreak in the current year; related to the general prevalence of pine
sawfly damages), the probability of an outbreak continuing (outbreak was present in the
previous year and is present in the current year; related to the length of an outbreak) and the
probability of an individual tree being damaged during an outbreak (related to the proportion
of damaged trees in a plot).
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Figure 3 We simplified the dynamic process (bottom box, green) in to a two-stage random
walk: outbreak (1) or no outbreak (0). Data (top box, blue) is binomial: k pines out of n are
damaged, with a low probability when there is no outbreak and a higher probability when
there is an outbreak.
An example of results from a hierarchical Bayes analysis based on ICP monitoring on
permanent plots (all site types) is shown in Appendix O). The following kind of
risk/probability estimates could be derived from the analysis:
- Probability of a pine sawfly outbreak starting (=pred[1]): 1.5-2.2%
- Probability of a pine sawfly outbreak continuing (=pred[2]): 51-62%
- Probability of damage on a single pine tree
o outside outbreaks (=pred[3]): ~ 0.5%
o during outbreaks (=pred[4]): 46-49%
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5.2. Technical progress
5.2.1 Action 2: Data platform
Work in action 2 organised data from forests and soils of Finland, and related the forest
inventory data to satellite images, so as to provide information for carbon balance and other
models that were applied on this data.
To generate these input data, we used methods from multisource National Forest Inventory,
MS-NFI, where NFI data are generalised to wall-to-wall estimates based on medium
resolution satellite images (e.g. Landsat, IRS, SPOT) using k nearest neighbour (k-NN)
imputation. With this method ground measurements of the vegetation are generalised based
on satellite image pixel reflectance similarities. Firstly, tree height, crown base height and
biomass were modelled for the NFI plots using existing models. Thereafter k-NN algorithm
was applied with individual satellite images to produce wall-to-wall estimates of above
mentioned variables. All calculations were done with open source tools (gdal, R, Python, etc.)
in our institutes Linux server. Detailed description of developing these wall-to-wall maps can
be found in study by Härkönen et al. 2015 (Appendix N.c)
One of the wall-t-wall products we created was the biomass map for Finland (Expected
results: Biomass map for Finland: 30/10/2012), which was needed in order to develop LAI
(leaf area index) map for Finland (LAI map for Finland: 30/11/2012). As LAI is a key input
variable in any regional and global vegetation model, we further investigated the reliability of
this product. The interest in this comparison lays in the fact that our LAI map is derived based
on forest inventory data, while global models usually use MODIS based LAI, which is based
on remote sensing. We used specific leaf area (SLA) ratios to estimate LAI from modes leaf
biomass. These SLA ratios depend on light conditions and we used our modelled canopy
lengths and measured stand openness values to determine the share of sun and shade leaves
for each NFI stand. This methodology provided lower estimates of LAI than MODIS. We
further found out that MODIS maps were more uncertain in lake regions and in North
Finland. For technical details how these comparisons were conducted we refer to see
Appendix N.c.
Thereafter we generated fAPAR maps that are required for modeling carbon balances, and
which are thus further used in modelling efforts in Action 4 with Action 3 models. LAI and
fAPAR latter maps are provided as product of the project and they are also downloadable in
the Internet (web address kartta.metla.fi/geoserver, and through our project pages).
In conjunction of these works, we assessed the ‘Uncertainty estimates for forest structural
variables’, in the spirit of section ‘Expected constraints and risks…’ in the GA. Uncertainties
of stand level basal area for new pixels, where we did not have any prior information are
large, but the error is mostly random noise, i.e. the estimates are not biased. It is thus more
justified to compile the estimates for forest attributes to areas, which contain several pixels, as
the errors, which appear mostly uncorrelated, will partially cancel out with higher probability
as the number of pixels increases. Errors cannot be, however, completely spatially
uncorrelated, which means that the uncertainty of the mean decrease less than to the
relationship to number of pixels in area, N. Outcome of this analysis was that it is justified to
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concentrate on the results at the level of several hundreds of pixels, and preferably at
community level.
Additionally we have generated coarse scale resolution maps of tree species proportions in
Finland to support damage modelling, and also modelling of carbon balances in the past
period (Appendix N.b).
Work towards the expected result ‘Refined soil property database 30/11/2012’ included the
estimation of soil depth information from topographic maps and a compilation of a
topographic moisture index based on digital elevation data. This work was made because the
data in digital soil map had too coarse resolution, and we required ancillary data for carbon
and damage modelling that covers short distance variability. Soil Map provides coarse scale
estimates of soil properties, at the scale of minimum of 6 hectares. In order to improve
modeling predictions of drought, which influences and predisposes trees to damages, we
identified most critical soils on open cliff areas, which are very drought prone, and deep
organic soils (peatlands), which are nearly never drought stressed. Further investigations how
drought predisposes trees to damages was made in Action 6. This issue required thorough
analyses as tree tend to acclimate very well even to extremely poor conditions, with a
consequence of them being more resistant to damages than could be inferred solely based on
site water availability. Methodological details of this work are reported in Appendices I
(Expected result: Action synthesis report, 31/12/2012) and N.d. Appendix N.d also took the
analysis also towards identification of drought prone areas, so as to fulfil the commitments of
Action 4. Drought vulnerability map can be downloaded from web address
kartta.metla.fi/geoserver, and through our project pages.
In action 2 efforts towards ‘Refined climate data 30/11/2012’, we worked with grid-pointed
weather data for reference period (1971-2000). Due to the uncertain global radiation data in
the reference period, we developed a methodology to estimate global radiation based on sun
elevation and measured reference data at intensively monitored sites, where we considered
radiation data are reliable (for details, see Appendix N.e). In this task, we further implemented
climate scenarios to our data-platform. After investigation of various climate model outputs
we selected eight climate model predictions of future climate for our purposes. The rationale
here was that all three SRES emission scenarios included these same models. All these works
are reported in Appendix N.e, where we used these scenarios to draw climate change
scenarios of forest gross primary production and soil moisture. These data and scenarios were
used several times during the project in various formats, e.g. in Action 5 webtool and Action
6 analyses of pest vulnerabilities.
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5.2.2 Action 3: Simulation framework
Action 3 was concerned with building a simulation framework for the project by creating, and
modifying and combining models that were available at the start of the project. These
included models of canopy photosynthesis, evapotranspiration, soil water, soil carbon and the
physiological state of trees. In addition to these models mentioned in the proposal, and with
permission of the EC (letter 12th July 2012), we further developed an approach to estimate
forest NPP and volume growth that utilised the above-mentioned models of physiological
processes. The objective was to be able to simulate the carbon and water fluxes of the forest
ecosystem (Figure 2) and their implications on the growth and vulnerability of the stand
under climate change.
When developing the model system, special attention was paid to the feasibility of the
models in large-scale regional applications. This means that the model system developed
here is relatively simple, such that it can be run with inputs that are generally available in the
large scale. On the other hand, we tested the models to make sure that their predictions are in
line with available data and the general understanding of the qualitative behaviour of the
phenomena investigated. In addition, special emphasis was put on the possibility of
simulating uncertainties both regarding inputs and model assumptions.
Progress of work
The key contribution of this project to the carbon and water flux models was the development
and calibration of the PRELES model by combining and further developing previous models
for GPP (Prelued, Mäkelä et al. 2008), soil water (Duursma et al. 2008) and
evapotranspiration (Mäkelä et al. 2008, Duursma et al. 2008). PRELES has now been fully
calibrated and tested for current boreal conditions (Peltoniemi et al. 2015). It predicts daily
GPP and evapotranspiration of forest stands as a function of daily drivers including PAR
radiation, air temperature, vapour pressure deficit (VPD) and rainfall.
Because large-scale data for testing the soil water model was lacking, we compared our model
to other simple methods to estimate soil moisture conditions (published drought indices SPI
and SPEI). The same weather data was used to drive all models. The results showed that the
scaling interval (a user-defined input parameter of the SPI and SPEI-models, which expresses
the period soil water can accumulate, i.e. in practice it expresses the sensitivity of soil to
variation of rainfall) is a key parameter when evaluating the forest sensitivity to weather
variation. Our model’s predictions are fairly parallel to SPEI (and SPI) estimates using scaling
parameter close to 4 months, which implies that our model provides estimates for soils that
are, qualitatively speaking, fairly sensitive to drought. This confirmed the suspected tendency
of the model to estimate moisture conditions of a dryish site. We further implemented our
model predictions of actual ET to the SPEI model to create a new index SPEaI, which showed
similar behaviour as the original SPEI-indexes. The seasonal course of our actual ET was
therefore parallel to those used in SPEI (Thornthwaite, Samani, or Penman potential
evapotranspiration).
We made further tests of the model predicted actual evapotranspiration against potential
evapotranspirations estimated with the LocClim simulator (Grieser et al. 2006) FAO had
created. Further comparison of the modelled annual GPP was made to the NPP values
estimated with the empirical model of Del Grosso et al. (2008). This comparison was made
partially by a group of forestry students taking part in the course of prof. Mäkelä at UH. Each
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student was given a task to use the model with mean climate data and to compare its
predictions to the predictions of LocClim simulations.
For future predictions, we have also developed PRELES to incorporate a CO2 effect which
was not included in the original models. For this, we utilised simulations with a more detailed
canopy gas flux model SPP (Mäkelä et al. 2006) which also includes the interaction between
carbon and water fluxes through stomatal conductance, applying the widely used Farquhar
model. This work has been reported in Appendix J. In the warming climate with elevated CO2
we expect increases in GPP of forests. However, only a fraction of this increase may be
manifested as the actual growth of the trees if other resources are simultaneously limiting
growth. In boreal forests, soil nitrogen is an important limiting resource, but a lot of
uncertainty is related to how nitrogen availability will change in the future. We have
investigated a theoretical framework for NPP based on GPP predictions, which predicts how
NPP will increase under alternative plausible scenarios of nitrogen availability.
We used OptiPipe, a model of optimal carbon and nitrogen co-allocation (Mäkelä et al. 2008,
Valentine and Mäkelä 2012) to analyse the role of nitrogen availability in growth limitation
under climate change in Finland (Figure 4). We predicted changes in metabolic rates related
to the C balance using existing models (PRELES, Yasso) and data, and we explored three
alternative scenarios of N availability under climate change. The alternative scenarios were:
(1) Default scenario: total N in the soil-plant system does not change, but the root-specific
uptake rate changes as a function of temperature and soil moisture.
(2) Rich N scenario: both total N in the soil-plant system and the root-specific uptake rate
increase – the former could be caused by increasing N deposition and priming effects of
trees on the decomposition of older organic compounds in the soil
(3) Poor N scenario: neither total N nor the specific uptake rate change. This could be the
case e.g. in very poor sandy soils where the soil organic matter is low and water percolates
easily out of the system.
Results based on these methodologies are presented in Appendix N.

Figure 4. Framework for analysing growth as a result of N and C availability under climate
change.
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5.2.3 Action 4: Prediction
The overall aim of Action 4 was to provide information about the past and future of forests in
Finland. Therefore, the work conducted in this reports targeted to reply two important
questions set out in the proposal, i.e.
(1) how the climate change will affect the forest growth and carbon sink in the future, and
where the changes will be most pronounced?
(2) which areas of Finland will become most susceptible to drought? Increased drought
may cause more growth losses and mortality of trees in future.
Additionally, the GA emphasizes the role of uncertainties of climate change estimates.
Therefore, we took profound look at them, and assessed the role of uncertainties stemming
from i) model selection and input data sources, and two critical components, namely the ii)
role of the effects of CO2 on transpiration (can influence soil moisture) and iii) nitrogen
availability for NPP and growth under changing climate. The latter two components were
evaluated by running the impact models applying three SRES scenarios (CMIP3 products)
and outputs of eight climate models in each, which Action 4 prepared together with Action 2.
We selected eight of the model from a larger array of models, because they were the only
ones that we present in each emission scenario. It was not possible to use newer CMIP5
scenario runs (RCP , Representative Concentration Pathway), because they were not available
during the project.
These aims were embodied in the deliverable report of the action (Appendix N), where we
describe the materials and methods and results, as well as conclusions based on the works.
Appendix N also presents five sub-appendices N.a-N.e, which describe the technical details of
the work. Growth related analyses are presented in the main body of Appendix N.
The progress of the work and the data and models used, also well replicates what we expected
at the original work plan. Expected results and milestones of the action were thus reached and
supported the authoring of the deliverable report and its sub-studies.

Progress of work
To reach the goals, we implemented carbon and water balance, and growth models of Action
3 (impact models) to climate scenarios and forest information collected in Action 2. We
produced predictions of GPP, NPP, NEP, ET, and soil moisture for a reference period based
on past forest inventory data. To assess the future growth constraints of forests, we made
scenarios of GPP and NPP, round-wood yield and development under set of SRES climate
scenarios (CMIP3) for typical forest structures.
Materials and methods applied in separate sub-appendices N.b and N.e, and main body of
Appendix N were selected according to the purpose of assessments. The reference period
analyses, for example, applied created maps of forest structure, i.e. the fraction absorbed
radiation and species distribution that were based on NFI data (10th inventory cycle, with midyear 2007)(Appendix N.b) and soil information based on topographical map (Appendix
Muukkonen et al., 2015), whereas in scenario studies we used theoretical assumptions of
forest structure.
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In this work, we devised a test against another model producing estimates for GPP of Finland
(JSBACH). For these purposes, we implemented new climate data to our platform, which was
now produced with REMO regional climate model at FMI. We transformed forest data to
suitable format and ran the simulations of GPP and water balance over Finland in 100 m
resolution, in categories of soil depth and tree species (by area representativeness), and
estimated the mean productions. Additionally we made simulations by plot, to compare single
stand simulations of the two models.
For dissemination purposes of Action 5, and also for the reference period GPP, NPP, and
NEE predictions, which appear our web service at the moment (and otherwise so far
undocumented), we created similar type of simulations, but with lower resolution (‘Kuva 3’ in
http://www.metla.fi/life/climforisk/webtool/#/fi/carbon). In these maps, we made simulations
for the period 2000-2010 based on data of forest inventory plots, i.e. we did not apply wall-towall maps. Similar type of maps was also produced for eight climate models and three
emission scenarios. Climate change predictions of GPP (Appendix N.e) and NPP and growth
(Appendix N) were made with theoretical descriptions of forest structure, which was assumed
unchanged for GPP. This information was fed to the OptiPipe model (Mäkelä et al. 2008,
Valentine and Mäkelä 2012), which predicted how the tree structure and LAI develops in
changing climate. We found out that GPP, NPP, and growth predictions were very sensitive to
the assumptions of tree water use and nitrogen availability from soils. In the line of the GA
and importance of acknowledging uncertainties, we varied these critical assumptions and
created alternative scenarios for the development of these variables.

Results and conclusions
Converging model estimates of national level GPP between PRELES, JSBACH, and those
derived from ghg-inventory, suggested that current-period vegetation-weather responses can
be generated with accuracy sufficient for climate change scenarios (Appendix synthesis
report; appendix Peltoniemi et al). However, we noted fairly large regional differences
between JSBACH and PRELES (and MODIS), which suggested that input data sources
require further elaboration, especially those used in JSBACH. The differences were due to the
use of coarse resolution FAO soil map (Appendix N.b) and JSBACH parameters on LAI of
peat lands (Appendix N.c). These are very frequent problems with land surface models used
in global climate predictions, and it makes the use of dedicated models in regional
assessments important – they are needed as references to global ones. Models also reproduced
variation best when they simulated close to the average forests, which stems from the fact that
there simply is not enough material for running and calibrating models under extreme
conditions. For the development of models of physiological responses of trees under extreme
conditions, we consider that carefully designed experiments e.g. under various drought,
fertility statuses, and frosts situations should be planned.
Soil moisture predicted with our simple PRELES model was found to correlate with measured
growth (Henttonen et al., 2014). Growth is much more complex process than GPP, and
differently affected by moisture availability. Our model does not directly model the plant
water effects on growth; rather we are confided to looking at the statistical relationships
emerging from modelled soil moisture and growth patterns. Model parameters in this test
(Henttonen et al., 2014) were not tuned for running the model at the tested sites, which were
dry sandy sites. Tuning soil parameters would obviously result in better relationship between
the growth and modelled soil moisture, but the existence of correlations already with the used
parameters revealed that the model is capable of identifying drought effects on growth.
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Therefore, we see further potential for using the model in growth – moisture analyses also in
future.

We evaluated the sensitivity of the future gross primary productions (GPP) of Finnish forests
under an ensemble of climate model projections made for three SRES emission scenarios, and
under different assumptions of CO2 effect on productivity and soil moisture balance. We
applied PRELES impact model, assuming unchanged forest structure and model runs on three
different types of settings. We found out that climate change projections for Finland are so
radical that it is likely that the productivity of Finnish forests will increase by the end of the
century. The most important determinant of the productivity increase is the CO2 fertilization
effect on GPP, which is further enhanced by its negative effect on transpiration (and
consequently, for more favourable soil moisture balance). Even if the CO2 effects would turn
out to be negligible for GPP increases in the long term, as suggested by theory of progressive
nitrogen limitation (Luo et al., 2004), we would still predict increases of productivity due to
increases of temperature alone, but they are small at the low extreme of climate model
projections.
The mean productivity (GPP) changes over Finland by the end of the century (25-36% for
SRES B1, A1B, A2) obtained using outputs of eight climate models matched with earlier
works of Ge et al., 2011 for 'productivity' (17-25%), Kellomäki et al., 2008 for growth (44%),
but our results less emphasize the role of water deficit in the future than these cited works.
Others’ site specific assessments have estimated changes of NPP between 5-27% in A1B
scenario. Our work offered an additional and new view to the uncertainties of simulated
growth changes.
When we combined PRELES predictions of carbon availability to growth model OptiPipe
(Mäkelä et al. 2008, Valentine and Mäkelä 2012), we found out that NPP and woody growth
will increase under climate change only if N availability is also increasing (Appendix N main
body). If N availability is limited (Poor soils scenario), volume growth will reduce, by up to
10 % in the south and 30 % in the north by the end of the century, because maintenance costs
(respiration and turnover) increase. If N availability increases relatively as much or more than
C availability, reduced allocation requirements to fine roots will lead to more foliage with
higher photosynthetic capacity, thus increasing woody volume growth disproportionately
(100% in the south and 200% in the north). Importantly, the uncertainty of the growth
projections due to the nitrogen assumptions were greater than that due to the climate scenarios
applied, but our mean estimate still implied that stem wood yields will significantly increase
in future.
Future forest responses are much more uncertain than what we predict for current climate
conditions. This is not only due to the uncertainty of emission scenarios and climate models,
accumulation of errors in time, but also due to the uncertainties associated with trees’ CO2
responses (Appendix N.e). It is well know that CO2 enhances productivity in the short term.
In the long term it becomes largely a question of nutrient availability as mentioned above, and
it becomes difficult and uncertain to quantify the exact response. Forest production models
tend to disagree about the response. Water-associated uncertainties of CO2 effects, on the
other hand, play a role when it is dry (or excessively wet). This means that site-specific
assessments accounting for topography and soil properties become ever more important for
local scenario assessments, as it can determine whether e.g. droughts play a role in the future.
For example, different soil water simulation schemes can easily generate large differences in
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year-to-year variation of productivity of entire Finland, as shown in the PRELES-JSBACH
comparison (Appendix N.b). Similar differences can be easily imagined to occur under
climate change. Until the long-term effects of CO2 on vegetation productivity and water use
are completely resolved we suggest covering this source of uncertainty of the future, not only
by covering all climate model scenarios, but also by running several impact models in
parallel, and by varying assumptions of the critical components. At the same time, more
research on the impacts is also needed. Currently, the impacts of climate change on nutrient
availability seem to be a critical point for growth impact predictions.
To reply to the original questions of where in Finland will the changes of growth and drought
risks be largest, we need to re-iterate where we started our calculations. When we investigated
the modelled climate scenarios (Appendix N, N.e), we found out that the variability of climate
predictions for Finland is so large that it is unreliable to evaluate how climate change effects
vary by regions within Finland. General tendency seems to be that all changes are relatively
higher in northern Finland. Uncertainties are also higher in north, but we consider it is
unlikely that it changes the general tendency (uncertainty as estimated from the ensemble
range of predictions obtained with different climate models). Based on our model simulations,
there is little basis for claiming drought risks will increase in future. However, if they would
increase, they would more likely increase in southern than in northern Finland. There are
inherent uncertainties in the prediction of drought occurrence under climate change. A range
of estimates of drought intensity can be created with different and justifiable assumptions of
tree water-use efficiency changes with elevating CO2. If CO2 reduces transpiration, drought
will not be a bigger problem in future than it is now, but if CO2 will not reduce transpiration
significantly, droughts will become more prevalent in Southern Finland in future. The
assumption how much tree water use decreases with CO2, is where different ecosystem
models currently disagree.
All in all, we consider that uncertainties are so large that sole treatment of the mean response
is not sufficient e.g. in the MELA system that is the system used in the national forest
planning and used to inform policy makers. We propose implementing ensemble scenarios of
growth changes, which are generated by using several climate models’ outputs, and
considering several impact models that predict e.g. CO2 and N effects on growth.
Net ecosystem carbon exchange (NEE) is an essential variable expressing the total carbon
capture by the forest ecosystem. It requires calculation soil carbon emissions. We improved
the knowledge on soil carbon stocks and emissions of Finland, by making a unique
combination of forest inventory data from 50s to date and using it in conjunction with
Yasso07 soil model. This information was used to eliminate trajectory of soil carbon stock
development in the net ecosystem carbon sink graphs on Action 5 webtool (NEE-map of
Figure 3 of Carbon and water cycles in Finnish forests page
(http://www.luke.fi/projektit/climforisk/webtool). We expect to continue this work and
publish these findings in future.
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5.2.4 Action 5: Internet application
The plan of the Action 5 was to build a web service for disseminating the key results of
Climforisk project.
The nature of our work and scenario variables made it challenging to find purposeful ways to
disseminate information to the public. Therefore, we re-iterated our plan several times based
on comments from the project stakeholders and steering committee, while at the same time
seeking and learning good technologies to present our work on the web.
We ended up splitting on web-service to two web-services, because they have very different
audiences. This decision was stimulated by our stakeholder meeting where certain
stakeholders called for timely information about pest status during the growing season. The
target group of this service (http://www. luke.fi/projektit/climforisk/ls-ennuste.html) are forest
managers, associations and companies, which need timely information about the timing of
round-wood collection from forests in order to minimize pest disturbances.
According to the Finnish law there are certain dates before which winter harvests need to be
collected from stands, because harvested wood is a good habitat for certain insects. If it is not
collected risks for subsequent damages are increased. The dates set by the law, however, may
not be applicable every year, especially if the early season has been warmer. Then it is wise to
collect the round wood from forests earlier to properly minimize further risks.
The second service (http://www.luke.fi/projektit/climforisk/webtool/#/fi) presents an
educative portal for the group of students (forestry, university) and educated non-experts with
interests on forests. Researchers, consultants and officials dealing with the topic may also find
useful information about future of forests carbon sinks in Finland. This service can be updated
with more recent maps, and extended to cover other predictions as soon as they are published.
This service has also been linked to the climate-guide portal via cross-linkages, and the
update our project made to one of the articles in that portal.
Web dissemination tool consists of several interactive web pages and a database containing
the data for the forest predictions. The web pages and database are located in the server of
LUKE (former Finnish Forest Research Institute).
Appendix M provides screenshots of the services.
Web tool: Basic functionality and the user interface
Our goal was to design an easy and simple user interface, which provide the user an
impression how weather and climate change will influence forests. According to the specified
target group, we expect that the users will have basic knowledge about climate change and
forest topics.
The Climforisk web portal contains two main parts: 1) informative text chapters including
interactive charts on carbon balance and water cycles, susceptibility of forests to damages and
expected climate change, and 2) interactive map tool, which contains wall-to-wall maps of
Finland showing development of forest carbon production and other variables (net primary
production, carbon stock change, summer soil moisture index and damage risks) under
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different climate scenarios (Fig. 1). User can investigate effects of different climate scenarios
in overall on the Finnish forests or in certain location by clicking the map, which shows the
predicted development in that pixel. Short description of the selected variable is shown in the
information box providing links to more detailed methodological descriptions. Also links to
the additional data sources are provided.

Fig. 1. User interface of the web tool.
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Fig. 2. Example of interactive maps and charts in the text chapter.

Description of the development process
Development of the web tool started by seeking ideas for desired functionalities the
stakeholder seminar in the beginning of the project. Based on these ideas, we tested several
demo versions with diverse resolutions and functionalities. Overall performance related to
speed and usability of these versions was tested by the project group. The final features of the
web tool were selected after testing the tool and consulting the project steering committee
(meeting in 2013). The original plan was to divide the web application into two levels of
spatial accuracy, corresponding to predictions of models of Action 4 (GPP, soil water etc.)
and Action 6 (biotic vulnerability). Finer resolution considered fpor Action 3 products was
100m. However, the tested interactive features had to be excluded from the final plan, as they
turned out to be too slow in the web tool. These include online calculation for selected
zoomed areas.
However, the final map products were chosen to be presented with 10x10km resolution in the
web tool, which also corresponds to the resolution of planned Action 6 maps. This was
recommended by the steering committee, as with this resolution user get good overview of
effects of climate change in reasonable regional resolution, and the spatial scale is in balance
with reliability of the models behind the predictions. Also the GIS calculations work smoother
and quicker in the web application, when the resolution is not too detailed. Download-option
for some of the fine resolution maps of LAI and fAPAR is offered for further analysis and
research from our institutes map provision platform (kartta.metla.fi/geoserver).
In addition to the maps themselves, short “popularized” information packages concerning the
presented variables were produced and added to the web tool. Links to more detailed
methodological descriptions and related scientific articles are provided in the web tool to be
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utilized by other research institutions. Appearance of the user interface was designed in
cooperation with METLA’s graphic designer. Web tool is available both in Finnish and
English.
Server operations: map tool and data base
In order to build the internet application, several www-programming and GIS routines had to
be applied to get the map toolset running in the web. Several different techniques e.g. Google
Earth’s interface, MySQL etc. were tested during the development process before selecting
the final approach. Familiarising ourselves and constructing suitable back-end functionality
took more effort that constructing user-interface, as we predicted already in the proposal
Web tool has been now built with a mixture of web technologies. These include HTML5,
Javascript, JQuery javascript library and Ajax. The graphics is based on HTML5’s canvas and
drawn dynamically in the browser. This enables showing detailed and dynamically drawn
information from the server based on mouse movement of users. The data for the web is
processed by the back-end applications. The amount of code for the web tool is just a few
hundred lines of javascript.
Building of the map tool contained the following tasks:
•
Converting simulated predictions to usable format for map-applications.
•

Implementing several types of maps on different output variables, scenarios and
spatial resolution into the data base.

•

Designing and building the basic web site structure

•

Building the logics for presenting the maps of short-term climate data and new
climatic scenarios.

•

Building routines for interactive functionalities which allow user to check e.g.
predictions at certain location

•

Automating the back-end software to produce updated predictions when the data in the
data systems change. Routines were automated so, that there is no demand for
constant involvement by personnel, and the application can function as long time as it
is purposeful.

•

Technical testing of the application

•

Detailed technical plan for internet dissemination application

Carbon balance associated maps
The original maps were produced for 20-30 m grid by applying k-NN imputation using the
estimates for the NFI plots and Landsat 5 TM images from 2007. These maps were then
resampled to 10km grid for the web application. Estimates of current state of forests including
leaf area index (LAI) and fraction of photosynthetically active radiation (fAPAR), as well as
current and future (2011-2100) estimates of GPP, NPP, NEE and water balance in three main
scenarios (low, intermediate and high CO2 emissions) were produced in other Actions of
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Climforisk. Development is presented in three different IPCC’s CO2 emission scenarios
(http://www.ipcc.ch/ipccreports/sres/emission/): A2: high CO2 emissions, A1B: moderate
CO2 emissions and B1: small CO2 emissions.
In the Midterm report, we reported that forest biomass map will not be added to the web as
such map has already been published by the Multi-Source National Forest Inventory.
Downloadable version of LAI and fAPAR and drought vulnerability maps are in map service
of our institute (http://kartta.metla.fi/geoserver/web/). Note that the link may change in 2016
due to the domain change of the institute.
Vulnerability associated maps
The forested areas where risks for drought induced growth losses are high were estimated on
a low 10 km resolution map. The map relies on the analyses conducted in action 2, and
identifies drought vulnerable forest area in Finland during the last two decades based on ICP I
forest health monitoring data. Providing readers spatial information about long-term average
drought vulnerability of forests allows readers an option to compare sensitive/insensitive
areas to climate change predictions of soil moisture changes.
The first map expressing the biotic vulnerability of forests to pests shows the risk estimates
for pine sawfly damages occurring on a plot (one of the most common forest insects).
Vulnerability maps of other biotic disturbance agents could be presented only for Scleroderris
canker, i.e. another species for which data allowed to generate models that are considered
reliable enough (see Action 6 Synthesis Report for more details). With other species the data
was too sparse or the explanatory power of environmental factors too low, so that there was a
danger of misinterpretations due to weak material.
Regarding to expected results of the action, we consider that the goals are fulfilled, though
later than we originally planned. It turned out that the unrealistically early delivery dates were
set for this action, even earlier than for the results that were planned to be presented there. We
now have a portal to present results of our project, and it serves as an educational information
source for students and forest managers, which is linked to Climate guide. In order to
disseminate our portal further, we rewrote the climate change and forests carbon balance in
the Climate-guide.fi, and agreed about mutual linking of portals.
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5.2.5Action 6: Forest susceptibility profile
The aims of action 6 were:






To produce damage vulnerability profiles of forests (based on ICP Forest Level 1 and
NFI data) to wide-spread biotic damages for species with which a link between
environmental variables and detected damages are strong enough
To combine the damage vulnerability profiles with high resolution input data of
relevant environmental variables to produce damage vulnerability maps in current and
predicted future climates
To demonstrate and critically evaluate the usability of extensive and long term forest
health monitoring data (ICP Forest and NFI) in model building and testing

Progress of work
Action 6 started with the checking and harmonisation of damage observations from ICP
Forest Level I plots, representing the EU Forest Focus Level I network (Commission
Regulation [EC] No. 1398/95) in Finland. The plots were originally permanent sample plots
of the 8th NFI, and so a large number of stand and environmental variables were available.
In Action 6 we examined especially:
1) Which environmental site factors were related to the susceptibility of pine stands?
2) Which weather factors were related to temporal changes in the outbreak or disease
occurrence?
Parallel with working on the ICP Level 1 damage data, knowledge about the dependence of
different pest species on environmental factors was extracted from the relevant literature.
Some damages are associated with drought (e.g., pine sawflies), while others (e.g. fungal
diseases) may benefit from excessive moisture. We compiled and used empirical knowledge
about the occurrence of biotic damage agents and their relationships to environmental factors
to formulate hypotheses about pest outbreak risk probability.
This knowledge and forest health monitoring data from ICP Forests level 1 and damage
assessments from the 8th and 9th NFIs were used to build first generation models to assess the
risks of different types of damages as functions of environmental factors (input from Action
2). Damage risk profiles were tested against more extensive data in the METLA databases (8th
-10th NFI) for the period of 1986-2008. These results were used to refine the damage
vulnerability models, and to quantify the outbreak risks on different forest site types and in
different parts of Finland.
We used hierarchical Bayesian (HB) modelling (see Technology chapter above for a more
detailed description) to analyze data from all the ICP Forest plots with at least one pine tree
(n=627), and we used data from the years 1986-2008. In addition, damage assessments from
the 8th – 10th NFIs (1986-2008; totalling ~165’000 observations/plots) were used for further
testing of the damage risks as functions of environmental factors and for extending of the
results of previous steps towards damage risk profiles.
We used ICP Forests Level I data to study the temporal variation of the Skleroderris canker
disease (caused by Gremmeniella abietina). National Forest Inventory (8th and 9th NFI) data
was also used to study the vulnerability of pine stands. Digital maps and gridded climatic data
were also exploited. Data mining techniques (package Rattle in R) and analysis of spatial
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synchrony (package Synchrony) were used in addition to more conventional methods in the
analysis.
Results
At the national level (ICP Forest level 1) there was high annual variation in the frequency of
damage due to Scleroderris canker, Tomicus spp. and Pine sawflies, but the patterns differed
between pest species. Our pest/disease vulnerability models focused on the permanent site
related factors, because for these factors it is possible to get comprehensive georeferenced
data over Finland. The most important site related factor associated with pine sawfly outbreak
probability is site fertility (soil quality): outbreaks have been most common in infertile,
drought prone soils. Furthermore, European pine sawfly outbreaks have been rare in eastern
and northern Finland where cold winters prevail.
Scleroderris canker: Comparisons of the spatial distributions and time series in the incidence
of Scleroderris canker damages showed some disagreements between ICP and NFI data. The
severity of Scleroderris canker (Gremmeniella abietina) damage decreased with decreasing
site fertility. The partial correlations of several other stand related factors were tested, but
their explanatory power was low. Furthermore, a Random Forest analysis of ICP Forest level
1 data revealed only low explanatony power of weather factors. Also, environmental factors
affecting the occurrence of G. abietina damage on NFI8 and NFI9 plots revealed low
correlations. The low explanatory powers of the studied models did not to justify the use of
the studied weather variables in the risk profiles and maps estimating the probabilities of
Scleroderris canker damage.
Pine sawflies: In the final stage of analysis and modeling we used both frequentist and a
hierarchical Bayesian (HB) framework in modeling the outbreak probabilies in relation to
environmental factors, and compared data from ICP and damage observations from National
Forest Inventories. The general increase in pine sawfly damage probability with decreasing
site fertility was supported in all data sets (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The fitted risks of pine sawfly damage (at least 33% of pines with pine sawflies) on
different forest site types A-E, predicted by the GLM (calculated for the mean likelihood
(0.19) of cold (minimum temperature <-35oC) winters ), and fitted in different data sets. Site
types: A-C – mineral soils: A= herb rich heat forests and more fertile types; B = mesic heath
forest; C = sub-xeric heath forests and poorer types; D = spruce mires; E = pine mires.
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The output probabilities of the original analyses refer to annual risks (of outbreaks starting,
continuing, etc), the meaning of which may be somewhat difficult to comprehend by the
forest owners. Thus, we calculated probabilities for the occurrence of at least one pine sawfly
outbreak in a 20 year period, which is the commonly used time frame in forest management
planning. Results from these analyses were forwarded to Action 5 for www-demonstration.
In general, the patterns found in ICP forest Level 1 and NFI data were consistent with
hypotheses or generalizations presented in earlier literature. However, to our knowledge, this
is the first case these patterns have been quantified based on extensive and long-term
monitoring data (Nevalainen et al., 2015).
Annual variation in the estimated probabilities of pine sawfly outbreak starting (HB-analysis;
ICP-data) was very high. We examined also the effect of drought on the probability of pine
sawfly outbreaks starting by including a suitable explanatory variable in the model, the soil
water index (SWI, data from Action 2). The magnitude of drought associated impact was
rather small in relation to the large annual variations in the probability of pine sawfly
outbreak starting. The number of observed outbreaks in the Finnish ICP Forest level data was
small, and the parameter estimates related to drought impacts had too large confidence
intervals to warrant the inclusion of this factor in damage vulnerability predictions.
Evaluation of different data sources, main challenges encountered, and concluding
remarks
The long-term damage observations in the forest health monitoring data from ICP Forests
level 1 are essential and useful in increasing our understanding of the occurrence of important
damage agents. Insect outbreaks or disease epidemics in Finland have generally so short
duration that snapshot observations (made during only one year) may miss even highly
susceptible sites if the overall probability of damage agent occurrence during the observation
year is low.
The main shortcoming of the ICP Forests level 1 monitoring in Finland appears to be the low
number of plots in the most barren site types. For obtaining useful results with respect to e.g.
pine sawflies, the number of permanent monitoring plots in these barren site types should be
increased. The inclusion of damage data from the 8th – 10th NFIs greatly increased the
number of observations on poorer site types, and supported and extended the conclusions
based on ICP Forest level 1 data.
One specific difficulty with the earlier NFI data (8th and 9th NFI) originates from the regional
nature of these inventories, i.e. only one region was inventoried each year. Consequently,
some regional insect outbreaks may have remained underestimated on the basis of NFI data.
For example, the distribution of pine sawfly damages observed in NFI during the peak year
2000 was limited only to eastern Finland, although the actual outbreak included also large
areas South from the Oulu – Kajaani line. This problem is illustrated in the Action 6 Synthesis
report (Appendix xyz). In the 10th NFI (2004-2008) the sampling design was changed in such
a way that a portion of the field plots were measured throughout the country every year
(rolling NFI). This is a clear improvement to the earlier inventory design.
The table below summarizes the main advantages and disadvantages of different inventory
types considered in the present project:
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Monitoring/inventory
type

Advantages

Disadvantages

ICP Forests Level 1 in
Finland

Good temporal coverage; yields time series
at plot level, well trained observers, detailed
damage descriptions

Poor coverage in the north, rare
forest types poorly represented, only
dominant and co-dominant trees,
peatland sites present only during the
last years of the study period

Finnish NFI 8 and NFI
9

Also rare forest types well represented

Annually changing regional coverage
may miss even widespread
outbreaks/epidemics

Finnish NFI 10

Also rare forest types well represented;
good spatial (country-wide) coverage

Not possible to get annual time series
at plot level

Conclusions
•
•
•
•

•
•

NFI and ICP-data revealed clear site-type and climate related patterns in pine sawfly
outbreaks (consistent with ’conventional’ ecological knowledge, but not well
quantified earlier)
A simple HB model applied to long-term monitoring (ICP) data was able to produce
useful quantitative parameter estimates, providing tools for vulnerability assessment
Cold winters (minimum winter temperatures below -35oC) limited the occurrence of
European pine sawfly outbreaks in eastern and northern Finland
The pattern related to precipitation anomaly (5 years lag) was quite modest compared
to the high inter-annual variation in the probabilities of pine sawfly outbreaks starting.
Larger and longer monitoring data are clearly needed before the role of drought in
triggering pine sawfly outbreaks can be reliably assessed and quantified.
As the pine sawfly outbreaks are relatively rare at the stand level, continuing longterm monitoring is necessary for gaining a better understanding about the climatic
effects on pine sawfly dynamics
The main shortcoming of the Finnish ICP Forests level 1 data analysed here appears to
be the low number of monitoring plots in the most barren site types. For more efficient
pine sawfly outbreak monitoring in Finland the number of permanent monitoring plots
in the most barren site types should be increased.
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5.2 Dissemination actions
5.2.1 Objectives
Our project included one dissemination action (Action 7), and one dissemination oriented
technical action (Action 5) that developed internet pages (maptool) for dissemination of the
project results (see above). Material that we disseminated stemmed from technical actions 2-4
and 6.
At the beginning of the project one of our deliverables was detailed dissemination plan where
we re-iterated the proposed action 7 plan. We further continued doing so, as various works we
did required very specialized form of dissemination, and reaction.
As our project harvested newest knowledge, it became evident that we must visit scientific
meetings to keep up to date with the knowledge, and to get response from scientist to our
work from international meetings. Therefore, we presented our results in the form of several
presentation and posters, and often distributed our brochures. A list of travels and other
dissemination actions is provided in Appendix S.
Originally, we identified very diverse groups of general public (with focus on people having
personal forest connection), professional stakeholders including forest managers, officials,
etc. During our project it became evident that results on our topic must be scientifically
acknowledged, which means that we must pursue publishing them in scientific journal to earn
a certain level of credibility.
We planned two seminars for the project, which we held at the beginning of the project and at
the end. Stakeholder interaction flourished in the stakeholder meeting (26.1.2012,
http://www.metla.fi/life/climforisk/seminar-2012-01-26.htm), which we organized after first
year of the project. We received comments that steered us making a new web service
dedicated to pest development (http://www.metla.fi/metinfo/metsienterveys/opas/lsennuste.html) as part of Action 5. The most important stakeholder interactions thereafter,
occurred through the steering committee and visits and presentations in scientific meetings. In
general, we found project steering committee highly informed about the topic and thus useful
for the project. We held the final seminar 9.12.2014
(http://www.metla.fi/life/climforisk/events/2014-12-09-final-seminar.htm). There were
approx. 50 persons present, which was less than we expected. The likely reason was the
timing, because during the same week there were other seminars related to the topic. We still
received good feedback from the seminar. Three Life+ projects we collaborated with,
presented their work in our final seminar (LifeData, Monimet, Climate guide (former CCCRP
Life+).
We produced different types of materials to reach our audience. Action 5 web tool was
undoubtedly the most visible product. Newsletters, press releases, presentation and posters of
our work and results were other important ways to make expert audience aware of our project.
Again, we emphasized the publishing our reports in scientific journals to reach credibility.
This was a big effort, so pursuing this goal meant that we had to put less effort on less
important means of disseminating results, which possibly have only a short term impact.
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5.2.2 Dissemination: overview per activity
In the course of the project, we did several dissemination actions. We e.g.
-Updated regularly our www-pages, which is our primary channel of reaching all target
groups simultaneously. The first page reported the key tasks of the projects (A1/A7).
-We prepared project poster and brochure (A1/A7), and several other posters (A2-A6) as
well. For a sample, see appendices under V.
-We have communicated progress of the project to Advisory Board before the meetings,
and we held the advisory board meetings annually (A1).
-We have continuously investigated possibilities of joint dissemination with other
projects. We e.g. collaborated with LIFEDATA project, and make collaboration during
the LIFE+ 20 years day, and we used Monimet Life+ project pages todistribute
information of our final seminar (A1/A7). We presented our project in VACCIA Life+
final seminar forest group break out.
-We visited AdaptToClimate Life+ meeting in Nikosia organised by CYPADAPT
(LIFE10 ENV/CY/000723), Cyprus, to promote our project and exchange information.
-Posters and brochures were present at main entrance of Metla and University of
Helsinki, Department of Forest Sciences (notice boards)(A1/A7)
-We have participated in forestry events (Metsätieteen päivät) several times (A7). Last
time we erected a notice board on the event 12.11.2014 (by Risto Sievänen)
-We have organized two addititional seminars (A1/A7):
o We have co-organised two seminars with green-house gas inventory of forests
at Metla (http://www.metla.fi/ghg/events-carbon-balance-in-changingclimate-2012-05-15.htm) and (http://www.metla.fi/ghg/events/2013-09-11uncertainties-of-forest-carbon-balance.htm), where we also presented our
works. Main organiser Aleksi Lehtonen.
-We have been presenting our project, aims and methodologies in several expert
meetings, including FAO and JRC, as planned in the proposal (A7).
-We urged everyone to use Life+ logos in their presentations and posters, but sometimes
they were still forgotten. (A1/A7).
- We published a few press releases: http://www.metla.fi/tiedotteet/2011/2011-04-01climforisk.htm, http://www.metla.fi/tiedotteet/2011/2011-11-08-hiilitase.htm, (A7)
-We published two newsletters: one related to our simulations results and advertising the
final seminar http://www.metla.fi/uutiskirje/mil/2014-01/, main story was raised to main
internet-article of our institute., and the second related to the web service we developed
(A7) http://www.metla.fi/tiedotteet/2014/2014-07-15-kirjanpainajat.htm
-We were interviewed in Yliopisto-magazine: http://yliopistolehti.helsinki.fi/?article=6451 (A7)
-We prepared a special issue to open access journal Boreal Environment Research
together with the staff of the Snowcarbo Life+ project, where results of both of our
projects appeared. Papers will be published in near future at http://www.borenv.net/. We
contributed to the editorial paper of the issue (Appendix N.f) that gives an overview of
recent research on the topic in Finland).
-We contributed with model methodology to a journal paper Henttonen et al (2014),
which allowed us to test our model against growth measurements (A3/A4 work)
(Appendix N.g).
We have collected information about these and other dissemination activities and related
travels to scientific meetings and other occasions to a separate Excel sheet (Appendix S).
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We collaborated Snowcarbo Life+ staff at FMI, to produce a special issue in scientific journal
about our results, and we authored a new life proposal Monimet to Life Environment call,
which was accepted. That project, among other things, further develops modelling tools based
on Climforisk work.
During the project we also reacted when there was an opportunity to distribute information
about our project:
- We disseminated our LAI and fAPAR maps through internet map application Value,
developed by the LifeData EU Life+ project. Value tool facilitates the use and
combination of large databases and various map products among environmental
administration of Finland, and later among the public, free of charge. Tool will be
launched later publicly in the web pages of the Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE).
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of our products in the value tool.

Figure 4 Climforisk products in Value tool (screenshot).
-

We updated carbon-balance article of Ilmasto-opas.fi (Climate Guide), so as to link
our web pages (of Action 5) to main source of climate change information in Finland.
(A7)

Regarding to use of social media in disseminating the project, we used Twitter at the time of
our final seminar (@metsantutkimus), and agreed about with Climate Guide (@Klimaatti).
We also used Facebook.
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5.3 Evaluation of Project Implementation
We consider the methodological implementation of the project was successful. The general
approach of applying forest inventory data in combination with ecosystem models was seen
as an applicable way of conducting present time carbon balance assessments. For climate
scenario assessments, current inventory data has little value, so the climate scenarios of forest
carbon balance and growth development were based on example forests.
We present evaluation of the project implementation, first in terms of the grand objectives of
the project, which were listed in the project proposal and later in GA (in italics below), and
then by the deliverables of the project. Rather than direct implementation it thus reflects the
feasibility of the methodology in relation to the aims of the projects. We consider this sort of
evaluation is more meaningful for the type of project we executed. We also shortly evaluate
reaching the goals by tables of deliverables and expected results of the Actions of the project.
1. How the climate change will affect the forest growth and carbon sink in the future, and
where the changes will be most pronounced?
We concluded that our project generated new knowledge to reply to these questions. Shortly,
we expect that Finland will be even more suitable location for forestry, based on the results
that forests will grow and sequester more carbon under climate change than they did during
the reference period (1971-2000). Still the quantification of the responses is uncertain.
Changes will be relatively the most pronounced in northern Finland. For further information,
see Appendices N (N.a-N.e). From methodological evaluation point of view, we found out
that the effects of nitrogen availability from soils under climate change generate large
uncertainties to these predictions. Therefore, models of nitrogen availability should be
improved.

2. Which areas of Finland will become most susceptible to drought? Increased drought may
cause more growth losses and mortality of trees in future.
Based on our analyses, we do not expect that forests of Finland will particularly suffer from
drought under climate change. That expectation is based on increases of precipitation in
climate model predictions, and assumption that vegetation saves water under elevated CO2. It
is noteworthy, that there are significant methodological uncertainties related to modelling
of vegetation water use under climate change. Therefore we call for ensemble assessments
of climate change impacts on forests, where several forest models are used in parallel. This is
important because if vegetation does not save as much water as we assumed in the model,
southern Finland would indeed become more drought prone than northern Finland, and drier it
has been in the previous period (1971-2000).
3. How vulnerability to biotic disturbances will change in the future? This aspect will be
demonstrated with models of vulnerability for the most important forest pests and pathogens
that are potentially becoming major threats to Finnish forests in future as the climate
changes.
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There are some cases (pest species) where extreme climatic conditions have strong effects on
insect population dynamics, and in these cases the causal links between climatic variables or
site conditions and damage risks are strong enough to make the assessing of risks feasible. For
examples, the European pine sawfly is the most important pine defoliator in Finland. The
main abiotic factors affecting the risk of European pine sawfly outbreaks are cold winter
temperatures killing the overwintering eggs, and soil moisture conditions modulating spatial
and temporal variation in the efficacy of natural enemies.
Still, changes in damage regimes cannot be reliably quantified presently, partially due to the
uncertainties in climate predictions (especially the extreme conditions). Qualitative estimates
predict increase of damage frequencies and intensities of some pests. Climatic extremes (e.g.,
minimum winter temperatures) are more important for pest population dynamics than mean
temperatures, but their interpolation at high resolution is challenging and needs more efforts.
4. To demonstrate how national forest inventory (NFI) data, forest monitoring data (under the
ICP, ForestFocus and FutMon programmes) and EU funded soil map campaigns can be
combined for a unique data platform to provide valuable information for climate change
mitigation and adaptation.
Forest inventory data can be scaled to fill a region wall-to-wall with fair accuracy using high
resolution remote sensing images, which means that it indeed provides information about
small scale variability of trees and their properties. However, this information source is still
uncertain, and leads to uncertainties of pixel-wise LAI, which are around 50%. Therefore,
there is no chance presently to make stand specific carbon balance analyses without visiting
the sites and measuring the stand. These maps are however useful when aggregated to greater
spatial units.
It is also important to note, that soil properties vary already at short distances, which generate
difficulties for modelling carbon balances when it is either very dry, or very wet. Current
level of spatial resolution of soil map information (at large spatial scales) does not reach the
resolution of inventory data, so it may be appropriate to look for other sources of information,
say e.g. based on topography of site and visible bedrocks that are mapped on topographic
maps. Fortunately, large body of sites in Finland sites are not dry, and thus usually supplied
with sufficient water, so that the trees rarely suffer from drought. Methodologies to predict
carbon balances of peat lands are needed. Possibly our GPP modelling methodology could be
part of such tool, but that requires more testing.
All in all, we conclude that it is possible to draw reasonably reliable carbon balance estimates
on largish spatial domains, (i.e. without visiting specific sites for measurements). That could
be e.g. at landscape level, where one can retrieve enough information to classify sites by the
vegetation and soil properties to uniform units.
Regarding to forest damages, large body of damage data has been generated in the past using
so-called region-wise forest inventories. This inventory framework may produce biased
results of damage probabilities. Annual inventory of ICP Forest plots and rolling Forest
Inventory (FI) data have good potential for quantifying patterns in damage occurrence. Longtime data collection periods (several tens of years) are needed, and preferably at European
level because damages have been rare so far. Pest and pathogens can be best controlled by
timely preventive actions (salvage and sanitation cuttings to control bark beetles) and by
diversifying forest structure and tools should be developed to anticipate pest development.
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Cost-efficiency of actions
In general, the cost-efficiency of methodologies we applied and developed is high because
they harvest data collected for multitude of other purposes. It would be wise to organise data
collection for rare phenomena (damages) in efficient and coherent ways across countries, so
as to improve possibilities for modelling climate impacts on damages.
Cleaning and organisation of ecological data is generally very labour-intensive. Efficient
databases of ecological data that extend to past records should be developed. Concerted
efforts regarding to model databases, and related international collaboration is useful, as they
facilitate the cost-effectiveness of method implementation.

Table 3 Achieved deliverables, associated actions and appendices and short evaluation.
Nearly all deliverables were made in time, and delivered with earlier reports (Except those
dated at the end of the project, which are delivered with this report).

Name of the Deliverable
Management plan, including
internal communication plan

Code of
the
associated
action

7
7

Project brochure and poster
Action synthesis report: Report on
merging inventory data and other
data sources

7

Report on modelling methodology
for climate change effects on
growth and damage vulnerability
Report on using ICP level I data
and inventory data on damage
modelling

Achieved /
Evaluation

A

1/3/2011

B

1/4/2011
1/4/2011

C
D-G

Yes / Wiki was not
useful means of
communication
Yes / see other
sections
Yes / Useful
Yes / Useful

31/12/2012

I

Yes / Worked out
alright

30/6/2012

J

31/12/2012

K

31/12/2012

L

Yes / two versions,
one in C and R; R
version was made
later and it was found
very useful
Yes / Two related
reports generated.
Publication of the
model in peerreviewed journal was
required
Yes / Compilation of
old damage data was
laborious but turned
out to beneficial.

1

Project dissemination plan
Public websites

Modelling software and
documentation

App.
Foreseen
Deadline
(date)
1/3/2011

2

3

3

6
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Web-application for dissemination

5

Action synthesis report: Report on
simulated climate change effects
on forest growth and related
variables

4

Action synthesis report:
Assessment of climate change
effects on vulnerabilities of forests
to pest/pathogen damages
Layman's report to general public

6
7

After-LIFE communication plan

7

31/12/2014

M

Yes / Related action
started too early, and
related milestones
were achieved later.
Delivery data
achieved. In general,
a very laborious
effort.
31/12/2014 N-N.e
Yes / Several
products generated,
some of which will
be published in near
future in journals.
31/12/2014
O
Yes /Large part of
the action 6 work and
final results are
described in a peerjournal paper
31/12/2014
Q
Yes / delivered with
final report
31/12/2014
R
Yes / delivered with
final report

Table 4 Achieved ‘expected results’ of Actions that do not overlap fully with deliverables.
Task
Biomass
map
Finland (A2)

Foreseen in the Achieved
revised proposal
for
Yes
30.10.2012

LAI map for Finland 30.11.2012
(A2)

Yes

Refined soil property 30.11.2012
database

Yes

Evaluation
Conducted as work stage to
create LAI and fAPAR maps.
We decided not to publish
biomass map, because similar
map had was published while
we prepared ours.
We claim that our inventorybased LAI map is more
reliable than those produced
by
satellites.
Available
through our web pages and
Value tool of LIFEDATA.
We found out that it makes no
sense to apply soil map with
carbon balance model, as it is
on too coarse resolution.
Therefore, we amended the
plan and used topographical
maps to derive soil depths for
GPP model inputs, and
created a nationwide drought
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Refined climate data

30.11.2012

Yes

Predictions of GPP,
NPP, NEP, drought and
physiological state for
Finland, and their
scenarios for future
(A4)

30.6.2013

Yes

Updated models to
31.12.2013
generate damage
vulnerability assessment
profiles for the main
damage types. (A6)
Policy brief (A7)

30/9/2014

Increased awareness of NA
climate change induced
risks to forests
(A7)

Yes

vulnerability map where we
used this information, and
TWI information too. This
supported well the project
objectives.
Weather data was integrated to
climate scenarios to create
usable information for climate
change projections. There was
no basis for improving spatial
weather data, so we used
original interpolation provided
at 10 km grid by FMI.
Additionally, we changed our
plan, and tested site variables
(elevation, TWI, slope etc) as
explanatories
of
damage
maps.
First estimates were prepared
in time, but we iterated the
estimates and increased their
reliability until the end of the
project. Appendix N.

Conducted and reported as a
work stage leading to final
results
of
the
Action,
Appendix L.b.

Yes

Delivered with the final
report. We decided to bind it
also with Layman’s report (2
last pages), so as the increase
the
effectiveness
of
dissemination of our key
results. Appendix P.
Yes/part of This is very hard to evaluate.
After-life
So far we have disseminated
plan
our results in many occasions,
and we indeed see that the
message
of
productive
changes of forests has
increased within our work
community. In future, we
expect that this information is
further passed on to officers
and public through internet
pages, we have made.
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Effectiveness of the dissemination
We have disseminated our work and results in several occasions, meetings etc. We consider
we have reached the expert audience fairly well during the project. The work we published in
scientific journals is likely to get citations and generate impacts in future. We do not yet know
how well we reach the broader audience through the web service we constructed. But to reach
this goal, we negotiated with Climate Guide and agreed about updating the carbon balance
web page, which would also provide link to our service. This way we get visits from their
web-page to ours and possible advertisement as well.

5.4 Analysis of long-term benefits
1.

Environmental benefits
Our produced results that are relevant for climate change and forest associated
Policies, see other sections for citations. They can help how we understand forests
could be used in favour of climate mitigation now and in future. The developed
online monitoring of pest development can lead to actions that reduce damages by
enabling more better timing of precautionary measures, such as salvage loggings.

2.

Long-term benefits and sustainability
Our projects did not deal with sustainability issues. As a general rule, the
knowledge our project generated can be expected to generate benefits in the long
term, as the time from action to the manifestation of benefits takes time. Forest
growth is a slow process.
However, we expect that pest development monitoring services facilitates better
forest health already at shorter pace, as stated above.
No direct industrial linkages or related guidance provided in project. However,
enhanced view on climate change effects on forest growth may influence forest
management decisions in Finland, and actions conducted by forest owners, e.g. big
forest companies. We expect climate policy planning at national and EU level and
in Finland benefits from our project.
There are no clear social benefits through our projects, unless one considers the
worth of increased knowledge on climate change effects on forests as such (e.g.
from socio-economic terms).
Understanding on future growth potential of Finnish forests is important for
bioenergy harvesting scenarios. Scenarios are very uncertain, but so are the growth
estimates. Our project contributed with model estimates of climate change effects
on growth to larger model that is used to draw these scenarios at national level.
Small contribution to these issues can generate large economic impacts, as these
systems are used to plan national level sustainable harvest levels, and thus guide
ministries in e.g. energy related policy making.
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3.

Replicability, demonstration, transferability, cooperation: Potential for technical
and commercial application (transferability reproducibility, economic feasibility,
limiting factors)
Methods for carbon balance are replicable and transferable within boreal region;
transfer elsewhere requires testing and further work. Models fairly easy to use (for
experts) and program based on the reports we have authored. The approach and
models can be implemented into other member states as well. The results can be
then used as a benchmark for national GHG-inventories. Action 6 damage risk
model could be applied anywhere. There are plans to apply carbon balance
methods in collaboration elsewhere in the expert community we are working.
Application of the methods is restricted to expert community. For example, they
provide a reference method to experts e.g. in green-house inventories.
There are no direct ways of using our methods commercially. If forests will be used
in climate change mitigation in future, model components benefit forest
management decision tools (as the climate change growth modifiers that have now
been implemented to the national forest planning system MELA, but on stand
level. but the results do contribute to the broader understanding of ecosystem
impacts of climate change, and thus what kind of decisions and prospects are set
out for the Finnish forests. Some of our results do still guide forest managers,
especially in the pest development service we created. This service is also now part
of official forest health work of Natural Resources Institute Finland.

4.

Best Practice lessons: briefly describe the best practice measures used and if any
changes in the followed strategy could lead to possible adjustment of the best
practices
It is very hard to judge before the project, which outcomes are suitable for
dissemination. This is especially challenging with projects, which apply newest
information and develop methodologies. Therefore, it should be considered after
the project, if and what products are disseminated further to the public. At the
project end, experiences on the products have accumulated so at that time an
optional dissemination period, which also includes funding, would be costbeneficial. Judgment of continuing to this optional period could be made together
with the project, monitors and EC if needed. This kind of optional period could also
e.g. be organised jointly with Climate-guide type of portal, where professionals in
scientific dissemination work.

5.

Innovation and demonstration value: Describe the level of innovation,
demonstration value added by EU funding at national and international level
(including technology, processes, methods & tools, organisational & cooperational aspects);
We built and used innovative modelling tools for carbon and damage assessment,
which are internationally novel, too.
During the project we combined different data sources and models together in a
way and extent that had not been done before in Finland.
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Our LAI, fAPAR and drought vulnerability maps provide reference to
methodological development, and other models and products.

Within our organisation we developed expertise related to internet dissemination
possibilities of HTML5 and other web technologies that can be used in other
projects.
We developed an online-service of pest development that facilitates preventive
actions against forest damages, and serves as an example for other countries.

6.

Long term indicators of the project success: describe the quantifiable indicators
to be used in future assessments of the project success, e.g. the conservation
status of the habitats / species.
The best measure of our success is to follow the citations to our works in other
journal papers, and how the results influence policy work. Some of the impacts are
very hard to follow, as e.g. in the cases our methodology is applied only as a piece of
some other system or lessons that do not lead to citations are drawn from our
experiences. Dissemination impact towards the public can be followed through visits
to our webservices and carbon balance web pages of Climate guide, which we
updated.

a. The future: continuation of the project + remaining threats
We are working in the topic of our project also in future; collaborate actively with
researchers in the field, and with officials working in green-house gas inventory of
Luke. This allows further valorisation of the project methodology and results, and
gives good opportunities for obtaining further funding.
Remaining threats are associated with the lack of funding to support work on the
topic. Some further valorisation and continuing of our work is possible through
Monimet Life+ project and approved projects at UH.
For other important subtopics we have authored proposals. For example, we plan to
apply some of the models and methodologies of the Climforisk project in future
projects, for example they were incorporated in proposal Susforlife (Sustainability
criteria for utilisation of forest) that was submitted to EU Life+ in 2014). For some
related other topics where the methodology could be applied, such as extending areal
coverage of our carbon balance modelling to agriculture, we are currently drafting a
funding application elsewhere.
We continuously look for occasions where to present Climforisk work, and work
stemming from it.
See After Life communication plan for further plans (Appendix R).
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6. Comments on the financial report
Nearly all costs of the project we related to work and dissemination (travels to
congressess) as planned in the proposal. There were no surprising costs. Dissemination
and information exchange with in congresses was seen important, as climate change topic
and evaluation methods and model progress quickly; we needed to apply the most recent
information (see Appendix S for congress specific justification of travel). A few low cost
consumables were purchased, which were not available in house; most of them were
printing costs for posters and other dissemination material. A few field trips within
Finland were required to conduct measurements related to model for the model
development and testing purposes for actions 3 and 4, which were low in cost.

6.1. Summary of Costs Incurred
The were no cost categories exceeding the allowed flexibility of 30,000€ and 10%.

PROJECT COSTS INCURRED
Cost category
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Personnel
Travel
External assistance
Durables: total nondepreciated cost
- Infrastructure subtot.
- Equipment sub-tot.
- Prototypes sub-tot.
Consumables
Other costs
Overheads
TOTAL

Budget according to the Costs incurred within
grant agreement*
the project duration

%**

1 358 183
18 400
4 000

1 449 222
27 244
4 989

107
148
124

1 000
7 000
97 199
1 485 782

876
6 872
104 895
1 593 797

88
98
108
107

*) If the Commission has officially approved a budget modification indicate the breakdown of the revised budget
Otherwise this should be the budget in the original grant agreement.
**) Calculate the percentages by budget lines: e.g. the % of the budgeted personnel costs that were actually
incurred

6.2. Accounting system
Brief presentation of the accounting system(s) employed and the code(s) identifying the
project costs in the analytical accounting system
The financial management system of Metla is a terminal-based financial management system,
AdeEko+, which is operated by the company WM-data Oy from their service centre. The
system was introduced on 1 September, 1999. AdeEko+ includes several procedures, which
together form the Financial Management system. All the parts are fully integrated with each
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other. Bookkeeping includes the recording, balancing and reporting of the bookkeeping data.
Creditors' ledger includes the maintenance of supplier particulars, recording of purchase
invoices, entries and payments. Customer particulars, account sales and received payments
are recorded in the Debtors' ledger.
Bookkeeping of fixed assets is carried out using the AdeInv system. The records of this
system consist of depreciations as planned, disposal, and procurements of capital assets.
Basware Payments Traffic is a program used for transferring salary and payment data to the
bank, as well as the payments with reference numbers and bank statements from the bank.
Prima is a human resource management data system which, for example, calculates salaries
and prepares the data for their payment. Prima is operated from the service centre of the
company WM-data Oyj.
Rondo is a program for digital archives and paperless handling of purchase invoices, and
State Treasury has provided it for all the governmental agencies.
M2 travel management system was introduced in Metla on 1 June, 2010. It replaced the
TRAVEL travel management system
Tuska (Tutkimuksen ja suunnittelun tietokanta) is an internal database of Metla for planning
and follow-up of research activities. The budget proposals of projects are collated in Tuska,
and the distribution proposals of allowances are prepared in this system. The system records
the status of complied allowances. From these records, the project codes and starting balances
are produced for bookkeeping and transferred electronically to the bookkeeping system. The
bookkeeping data (euros and working times) is transferred monthly back to Tuska. Text
documents of project plans are also recorded in the Tuska system. Reporting covers all the
sub-fields of the information included in the database.
The data is transferred from Metla’s accounting management system electronically to the
central bookkeeping of the State of Finland, which is maintained by the State Treasury. Twice
a year, the transaction and balance data of Metla's bookkeeping are transferred electronically
to the National Audit Office of Finland.
Brief presentation of the procedure of approving costs
The project manager approves the purchase invoices and travel claims of the project. The
research manager approves the invoices and travel claims of the project manager. The
financial secretary of the project checks all invoices and travel claims and sends them for
approval. Invoices are handled in Rondo that is a program for digital archives and paperless
handling of purchase invoices, and State Treasury has provided it for all the governmental
agencies. Travel claims are handled in M2 travel management system.
The type of time recording system used, i.e. electronic or manually completed timesheets
Taika is an electronic application for recording work times. The monthly working time of a
person is collected and allocated with this system to projects, responsibility units, and tasks.
The timesheets can be printed out from Taika system. The list of employees is produced in the
Prima system. The work time data is transferred to AdeEko, where a so-called salary cost
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distribution is made, i.e. the salary costs are registered in relation to the working times
recorded in internal bookkeeping.
Brief presentation of the registration, submission and approval procedure/routines of the
time registration system
Each employee has the personalized electronic time sheet in Taika system with the projects
he/she has been appointed. The effective working time is registered daily at least with a half
day of precision allocating to projects detailed with responsibility units and tasks. The
timesheet is printed out monthly at the beginning of the next month. The time sheet is dated
and signed by employee and superior or the project manager. The time sheets are sent to the
financial secretary of the project who archives documents.
Brief explanation how it is ensured that invoices contain a clear reference to the LIFE+
project showing how invoices are marked in order to show the link to the LIFE+ project
Suppliers and subcontractors are informed to the project and asked add the reference of the
project LIFE09/ENV/FI/000571 Climforisk or project number 8534xx to invoices. Project
staff is informed the reference of the project and obligated to use it e.g. when making orders
and travel claims. The financial secretary of the project checks all invoices and travel invoices
before approval and adds the reference of the project afterwards if needed.

6.3.Partnership arrangements
Metla transfers the associated beneficiaries their share of the EC finances, and the associated
beneficiaries take the finances in their accounts. The associated beneficiaries fill in the
financial tables and submit the tables to Metla three times a year. In addition, they submit the
copies of the accounting documents once a year to Metla.
The role of the beneficiary partner in Climforisk was clear. UH focused on the carbon and
growth model developments, supported with models the simulation experiments, and
participated in the reporting of the findings. Most of the work of UH was made in Action 3.
See Appendix T.f for the agreement.

6.4. Auditor's report/declaration
Metla merged with MTT Agrifood Research Finland and RKTL the Finnish Game and
Fisheries Research Institute and Tike the statistical services of the Information Centre of the
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry under a new entity called Natural Resources Institute
Finland as of January 1, 2015. Auditor for the new institute was chosen at the end of the year
2014. The current auditor of Natural Resources Institute Finland is KPMG Oy Ab, address
Mannerheimintie 20 B, P.O.Box 1037, FI-00101 Helsinki, registration number 1805485-9.
See Appendix T.a for the auditor report.

6.5 Summary of costs per action
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Action costs were in line with the plan, except for Action 6. Two reasons explain the
deviation of Action 6 from the planned (292 152 eur). First, generating coherent damage data
sets turned out to be extremely laborious. It was necessary to conduct this step because it is
very hard explain extract rare phenomena (damages) if there is noise in data. Climate and site
type related signals are also weak, as explained in Technical description of Action 6 work, so
we needed to conduct more work than expected in the preparation of Bayes-model for
capturing these signals. Second, some dissemination work conducted by personnel working
mainly in one technical action was misclassified as technical action work, although it should
have been reported in Action 7. These misunderstanding slightly decreased the cost of Action
7 (expected 110 786 eur). Preparation of internet application of Action 5 was laborious. There
were no costs in categories 4a-4c.

Actio
n no.

Short name of
action

1.
Personnel

2.
Travel and
subsistence

3.
External
assistance

4
.
a

4
.
b

4
.
c

5
.

7.
Other
costs

TOTAL

106

697

125 577

260

312 083

1

Management

119 092

943

2

Data platform

310 312

1 335

176

3

Simulation
framework

128 661

2 648

118

4

Prediction

288 302

1 030

131 499

6 024

38

402

137 963

399 063

2 894

81

90

402 128

72 294

12 371

357

5 423

90 695

5
6
7

Internet
application
Forest
susceptibility
profile
Dissemination

4 739

6.
Consuma
bles

131 427
289 332

250

Over
head
s

104 593

TOTAL

1 449 223

27 245

4 989

0

0

0

0

876

6 872

1 593
797

4.a Infra-structure ; 4.b Equipment; 4.c Prototype; 5 Purhace of land
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7. Annexes
Regarding to Annexes, we refer to the one Appendix table in section 9 of this document.

7.1 Administrative annexes
All required annexes appear under Appendix T.

7.2 Technical annexes
See Appendix table.

7.3 Dissemination annexes
Layman's report
Presented as Appendix Q.

After-LIFE Communication plan
Presented as Appendix R.

7.3.3 Other dissemination annexes
Project presentation in stakeholder meeting appears as Appendix V.a (In Finnish)
Project brochure: Appendix D-E
Project posters: Appendices E-G
Project publications in scientific journals, see Appendices N.a-N.f, and O.a.
Selected presentations and poster at conferences are in presented in electronic submission, see
Appendices V -V.s, more can be found at www.luke.fi/projektit/climforisk. See also
presentations in stakeholder (http://www.metla.fi/life/climforisk/seminar-2012-01-26.htm)
and
final
(http://www.metla.fi/life/climforisk/events/2014-12-09-final-seminar.htm)
seminars.

7.4 Final table of indicators
Output indicator table appears as Appendix U.
It should be noted that filling of the indicator tables required considerable interpretation of the
categories where costs were allocated, because the categories were not suitable for our
project.
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8. Financial report and annexes
We have collected the financial report and supporting documents to Appendices that are listed
under Appendix T.
See Section 9 for Appendices T.

9. List of all Appendices
Appendices include the deliverables submitted with this report and the appendices sent earlier
with Inception, Midterm, and Progress Reports.
All financial and administrative appendices appear under appendix T.
Appendices under V are mainly examples of dissemination, presentation and posters, and they
appear only in the electronic submission.
Deliverable appendices below are bolded.
Note, Action 4 and 6 synthesis reports are accompanied with detailed technical reports.
App.
A

Assoc. Deliverable/
Product
Management plan, including
internal communication plan

Action
1

B

Project dissemination plan

7

C

Public websites

7

D

Project brochure and poster

7

E

Project brochure and poster

7

F

Project brochure and poster

7

G

Project brochure and poster

7

H

Project brochure and poster

7

I

Action synthesis report: Report
on merging inventory data and
other data sources
Modelling software and
documentation
Report on modelling
methodology for climate change
effects on growth and damage
vulnerability

2

J
K

3
3

File name
APPENDIX_A_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_FinalReport2015_Management_Plan_Mana
gement_plan_ClimforiskHandbook.pdf
APPENDIX_B_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_FinalReport2015_Dissemination_and_Deta
iledPlan-submitted_to_EC_31.8.2011
APPENDIX_C_LIFE09ENV000571__Climfor
isk_Project_Web_pages.png
APPENDIX_D_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_FinalReport2015_Brochure.pdf
APPENDIX_E_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_FinalReport2015_Brochure_fi.pdf
APPENDIX_F_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_FinalReport2015_Project_Poster.pdf
APPENDIX_G_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_FinalReport2015_Project_Poster_fi.pdf
APPENDIX_H_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_FinalReport2015_Project_Poster_bilingual.
pdf
APPENDIX_I_LIFE09ENV000571_Climforis
k_Action2Report.31.12.2012.pdf
APPENDIX_J_LIFE09ENV000571_Climforis
k_Action3ModelUserGuide.30.6.2012
APPENDIX_K_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_Action3ModelReport.31.12.2012.pdf
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L

L.b

M
N

Report on using ICP level I data
and inventory data on damage
modelling
Technical documentation
2nd report on vulnerability
modeling;
based on extended ICP data
and NFI data
Web-application for
dissemination
Action synthesis report: Report
on simulated climate change
effects on forest growth and
related variables
Action synthesis report: Report on
simulated climate change effects on
forest growth and related variables
Action synthesis report: Report on
simulated climate change effects on
forest growth and related variables
Action synthesis report: Report on
simulated climate change effects on
forest growth and related variables
Action synthesis report: Report on
simulated climate change effects on
forest growth and related variables
Action synthesis report: Report on
simulated climate change effects on
forest growth and related variables
Editorial article in BER special
issue

6

APPENDIX_L_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_Action6Report_31122012.pdf
APPENDIX_L.b_LIFE09ENV000571_Climforisk_
Action6_2nd_Report31122013.pdf

5
4

APPENDIX_M_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_Web_applications_for_dissemination.pdf
APPENDIX_N_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_Action4_Synthesis_report.pdf

4

APPENDIX_N.a_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Peltoniemi_et_al_2015a.pdf

4

APPENDIX_N.b_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Peltoniemi_et_al_2015b.pdf

4

APPENDIX_N.c_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Härkönen_et_al_2015.pdf

4

APPENDIX_N.d_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Muukkonen_et_al_2015.pdf

4

APPENDIX_N.e_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Kalliokoski_et_al_report.pdf

7

APPENDIX_N.f_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_BER_editorial.pdf

Action synthesis report:
Assessment of climate change
effects on vulnerabilities of
forests to pest/pathogen damages
Detailed technical publication of
forest damage vulnerability

6

APPENDIX_O_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_Action6_Synthesis_report.pdf

Action synthesis report:
Assessment of climate change
effects on vulnerabilities of
forests to pest/pathogen damages
Policy Brief

6

APPENDIX_L_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_Nevalainen_et_al_2014.pdf

7
7

R

Layman's report to general
public
After-LIFE communication plan

S

Dissemination activities

7

T

Consolidated and signed cost
statement of the project
Auditor report

1

APPENDIX_P_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_PolicyBrief.pdf
APPENDIX_Q_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_After_Life.pdf
APPENDIX_R_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_Laymans_Report.pdf
APPENDIX_S_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_Dissemination_Activities.pdf
APPENDIX_T_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_Signed_Consolidated_Cost_Statement.pdf
APPENDIX_T.a_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Audit_report.pdf

N.a

N.b

N.c

N.d

N.e

N.f
O

O.a

O.a

P
Q

T.a

APPENDIX_O.a_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
riskA6_Nevalainen_et_al_2015.pdf

7

1
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T.b

Standard payment request

1

APPENDIX_T.b_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Signed_Standard_payment_request_and_f
inancial_statement_Benefidiarys_certificate.pd
f

T.c

Financial report of the project

1

APPENDIX_T.c_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Financial_Report_Luke_and_UH.xls

T.d

Financial report beneficiary UH

1

T.e

Financial identification

1

T.f

Partner agreement

1

T.g

VAT certificate

1

T.i

Signed financial statement

1

T.j

Proof for paid taxes

1

T.k

Required contract, payslips, payment

1

APPENDIX_T.d_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Financial_Report_UH.xls
APPENDIX_T.e_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Financial_identification.pdf
APPENDIX_T.f_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfor
isk_partner_agreement.pdf
APPENDIX_T.g_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_ScannedCopyVATdocument_Luke_2015
0109.pdf
APPENDIX_T.i_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfor
isk_Signed_Financial_Statement_Individual_B
eneficiary.pdf
APPENDIX_T.j_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfor
isk_Tax_Proof_Feb2015.pdf
APPENDIX_T.k_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Required.contracts_payslips_proofs.pdf

proofs and timesheets for Peltoniemi,
Muukkonen, Mäkelä, Grönlund

1

T.n

Work contracts of temporary
persons
Statement of the transition of
contractual liabilities from Metla to
Luke
Invoice for audinting

U

Output indicators

1

V

Selected dissemination material

7

V.a

Project presentation at stakeholder
meeting

V.b

Presentation of Action 5 web pages
at expert forum in Italy

7

V.c

7

V.e

Presentation of Action 6 results in
AdaptToClimate Life+ meeting in
Nicosia, Cyprus
(http://adapttoclimate.uest.gr/)
Presenting A4 poster in EGU
meeting and Postdam COST
meeting 2014
Presenting A6 results in Roskilde

V.f

Presenting A4 results in Roskilde

7

V.g

Presenting A4 poster in Potsdam

7

T.l
T.
m

V.d

1

1

7

7

APPENDIX_T.l_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfor
isk_Contracts_temporary.pdf
APPENDIX_T.m_LIFE09ENV000571_Climf
orisk_Statement_transition_contractual_to_Lu
ke.pdf
APPENDIX_T.n_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Invoice_auditing_KPMG.pdf
APPENDIX_U_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfori
sk_OutputIndicators.xls
No associated file
APPENDIX_V.a_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Project_presentation_at_stakeholder_mee
ting.pdf
APPENDIX_V.b_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Web-pagepres_at_ForestSATconferences.pdf
APPENDIX_V.c_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Peltoniemi_at_AdaptToClimate.pdf

APPENDIX_V.d_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Peltoniemi_2014_at_EGU_and_Potsdam
COST.pdf
APPENDIX_V.f_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Peltoniemi_2013_in_Roskilde.pdf
APPENDIX_V.f_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Kalliokoski_2013_in_Roskilde.pdf
APPENDIX_V.g_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Makela_2013_in_Potsdam.pdf
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V.h

Presenting A2 work in Potsdam

V.i

Presenting A6 work in Workshop in 7
Uppsala “Climate change and
forestry in northern Europe”
Presenting climforisk at FAO
7

V.j
V.k
V.l
V.
m
V.n
V.o
V.p

V.q

V.r

V.s
W
X

7

Presenting model developement
(A3) in GeoCarbon meeting
Presenting climforisk at FAO

7

Presenting climforisk at FAO

7

Presenting kNN method (A2) in
GeoCarbon meeting
Presenting model development
(A3) in Bordeaux COST meeting
Presentation of Action 4 results in
AdaptToClimate Life+ meeting in
Nicosia, Cyprus
(http://adapttoclimate.uest.gr/)
Presentation of damage work in
final seminar, incl. damage review

7

Poster of Skleroderris canker
damage vulnerability at final
seminar
Poster of joint use of NFI and ICP
to damage assessments
Web visit counts used to estimate
output indicator table statistics
Replies to the EC letters

7

7
7

APPENDIX_V.g_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Harkonen_2013_in_Potsdam.pdf
APPENDIX_V.i_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Sirkia_2013_in_Uppsala.pdf
APPENDIX_V.j_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Lehtonen_2011_at_FAO.pdf
APPENDIX_V.k_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Peltoniemi_2011_at_GeoCarbon.pdf
APPENDIX_V.l_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Peltoniemi_2011_at_FAO.pdf
APPENDIX_V.m_LIFE09ENV000571_Climf
orisk_Harkonen_2011_at_FAO.pdf
APPENDIX_V.n_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Harkonen_2011_at_GeoCarbon.pdf
APPENDIX_V.o_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Peltoniemi_2012_in_BordeauxCOST.pdf
APPENDIX_V.p_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Kalliokoski_at_AdaptToClimate.pdf

APPENDIX_V.q_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_Final seminar_Fi_Neuvonen et al
2014.pdf
APPENDIX_V.r_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_poster_Nevalainen et al 2014.pdf

7

APPENDIX_V.s_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfo
risk_poster_Sirkiä et al 2014.pdf
APPENDIX_W_LIFE09ENV000571_Climfor
isk_Web_visits.pdf

1
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